Figure & Table Copyright Permission Requirements

As you select figures, photos, and similar materials for your book, note the citation (including figure number and/or page number) of the original source for that material. SPE will need to have this information for requesting permission for use of any non-SPE material and confirming copyright of material from SPE documents. If you are redrawing a figure based on another source, please note that information also. Collecting and documenting this information as you are writing will simplify the process and time frame for preparing your book to be printed.

- Please provide a Figure/Table References list at the end of each chapter with complete reference information for every figure/table (including those taken from SPE publications). This list will be distinct from the text References section and entries should be listed in numeric order. Complete reference information includes
  - Name of author(s)
  - Title of work, edition number
  - Page numbers and original figure or table numbers
  - Year of publication
  - Publisher (name, city, state, country)
  - For photographs, please provide copyright owner (company, photographer, or individual) and contact information. Please try to avoid using images captured from websites.
  - For brochures and marketing materials, please provide company name, address, and document ID number
  - For original figures and tables please identify them as “original” in the Figure/Table References list.

- Whenever possible, please provide figures/tables that are original, or use figures from SPE sources. When using figures/tables from SPE sources, be certain that the figure/table is not credited to another source. This relieves you and SPE of the responsibility to obtain copyright permission.
  - A figure or table may be referenced as “original” only if it has never been published before, or if, when it was previously published, you retained copyright ownership of the image. Otherwise, you must provide complete reference information for the publication in which your figure or table has been published most recently.
  - Simply redrawing a figure does not relieve you and SPE of copyright permission requirements. The redrawn figure/table must be substantially different. This means that it does not resemble the original work. SPE staff will make final determination as to whether or not a redrawn figure/table is substantially different.

- We strongly discourage the use of Internet images (website captures) as figures in your manuscript. Web pages change frequently and often change while a book is in the production process. Website images are typically low resolution; they are not of sufficient quality for a printed book.

- If you wish to use a photograph, please provide the copyright owner (company, photographer, or individual) of the photograph, and contact information. Just because a photograph is in a publisher’s book or on a company’s website does not mean that the publisher or company is the copyright owner of that photograph. The use of photographs requires research to discover the copyright holder. Please try your own company library (if applicable) when searching for photographs for your manuscript.